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This is a review of second revised version of the thesis provided by the author. He has set himself an ambitious goal to perpare 

a marketplace-type application called FIXED.

Within the theory on business planning the author does his research on the industry changes and introduces his target 

market. He uses also scientific articles for his literature review, which I appreciate. The application of the Business Model 

Canvas should be within practical part. Within the practical part the reader is being presented with the application itself and 

the business plan. The author did very good job on realistic prototyping of the concept. He also did a detailed competition 

research, which has been improved since the first version of the thesis. The market estimation is anchored in available 

statistics on sharing economy services in the UK. Within the financial prediction I really appreciate that the author used 

conversion rate statistics of similar application and derived predicted sales from those information.  In the second version a 

detailed cash flow plan has been added. Besides ocassionally scattered formatting, I belive that the author made his best 

attempt to prepare a realistic business plan and recommend his thesis for defense.

Questions:

1) Please explain your process of estimating number of users.

2) Can you imagine introducting a referral program to increase your user base?

Ing. Jan Mareš

Department of Entrepreneurship

Business plan for FIXED application

Novel Marutyan

The goal of the thesis is to prepare a business plan for an application that serves as a marketplace for

handyman services.
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